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Electro-tactile Display with Real-time
Impedance Feedback using Pulse Width
Modulation
Hiroyuki Kajimoto, Member, IEEE
Abstract— An electro-tactile display is a tactile interface composed of skin surface electrodes. The use of such a device is
limited by the variability of the elicited sensation. One possible solution to this problem is to monitor skin electrical impedance.
Previous studies revealed a correlation between impedance and threshold, but did not construct real-time feedback loops. In
this study, an electro-tactile display was constructed using a 1.45 s feedback loop. Real-time pulse width modulation was
proposed, and the relationship between skin resistance and absolute threshold was measured to find a function for determining
a suitable pulse width from skin resistance. An evaluation experiment revealed that the proposed algorithm suppressed spatial
variation and reduced temporal change.
Index Terms—Electro-tactile display, impedance feedback, pulse width modulation, real-time feedback, two point discrimination.
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INTRODUCTION

A

n electro-tactile (electrocutaneous) display is a tactile
interface that uses surface electrodes to directly activate sensory nerves under the skin [1], [2]. The merits of this display include its small and thin size, low cost,
energy efficiency and durability. A number of previous
studies have proposed applications utilizing these qualities, such as a wearable tactile display for people suffering visual disabilities [3], [4], [5], and a multi-touch interface with tactile feedback [6]. However, the variability of
the elicited sensation has hindered its practical use.
This variability results from two problems (Fig. 1).
Temporal changes occur when the contact conditions are
altered by sweat and motion. The sweat alters the amount
of the sensation, while abrupt motion of the skin generates an electric shock sensation, sometimes perceived as
an itchy feeling.

Spatial effects also contribute to variability. The
threshold for tactile sensation (the absolute threshold) is
quite close to the pain threshold. Furthermore, there is
substantial spatial variation in the threshold between different electrodes. Thus, if hundreds of electrodes are used,
and the stimulating currents are the same, it is practically
impossible to exceed the absolute threshold at all electrodes, without also exceeding the pain threshold at some.
This problem is specific to the case of numerous electrodes, where the user cannot adjust the volume for each
electrode.

1.1
Previous Studies
Several solutions aimed at stabilizing the sensations generated by electro-tactile displays have been proposed.
These can be classified into two categories.
Solutions in the first category aim to increase the difference between the absolute and pain thresholds. Collins
[5] found that using a smaller pulse width (20–50 s) was
effective, while Polleto and van Doren [7] suggested applying a low-level pulse before the main pulse. Kaczmarek, Webster and Radwin [8] optimized several parameters, such as the number of pulses per burst, to obtain
maximal dynamic range. These methods represent important advances, but their effectiveness is limited.
Solutions in the second category measure the electrical
impedance of the skin and use the value to control the
Fig. 1. Two factors contributing to the sensation variability of electro- pulse. This was originally performed with an analog cirtactile displays. (a) Temporal changes are caused by sweat and cuit. There are two main techniques for electrical stimulacontact. (b) Spatial variation of thresholds.
tion: voltage regulation [9], and current regulation [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7]. A less common method involves energy regulation [10], [11]. These analog circuit methods provide
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loop, such that an electrode can be used for both stimulation and measurement. Tachi et al. [10], [11] regulated
pulse width, based on the finding that perceived strength
is related to input energy (current × voltage × pulse
width). Watanabe et al. [12] reported a correlation between skin resistance and absolute threshold, and Gregory, Xi and Shen [13] applied a similar technique to fingertips. In addition, Fadali et al. [14] used fuzzy logic to
model user's preference, and Takahashi et al. [6] monitored contact conditions by measuring impedance, to develop an electro-tactile touch panel.

1.2
Real-time Feedback
Although feedback using skin impedance has been attempted in the previous studies, many of them were in
the stage of theoretical proposal based on measured data.
In some previous studies achieving impedance feedback,
measurement and stimulation were not strictly integrated,
resulting in practical problems which differed depending
on the particular type of feedback.
In one type of feedback, each pulse was regulated by
impedance information acquired from a previous pulse
(Fig. 2 (top))[10], [11]. This works if the finger is fixed to
the electrodes, but it is not applicable to a touch panel
situation where fingers moves on the electrodes.
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electric shock.

Fig. 3. Each electrode is connected to a pair of switches and can
work as either an anode or a cathode. A two-dimensional pattern is
produced by scanning.

Measurement of skin impedance using pre-pulses also
presents problems. Skin impedance is known to be highly
dependent on applied voltage [17]. Therefore, if the prepulse is well below the absolute threshold, the acquired
data may not contain the suitable threshold information.
In light of these problems, current study aimed to stabilize electro-tactile stimulation using real-time impedance feedback. This technique involves dividing a single
stimulation into numerous sub-pulses, each providing a
measurement for feedback control (Fig. 4).

Fig. 2. Previous methods. (a) Current pulse is regulated by impedance information acquired in a previous stimulation cycle. (b) Combination of measuring pre-pulse and stimulating main pulse.

In the other type of feedback, a pre-pulse is used to
measure the impedance, with values small enough not to
elicit a sensation (Fig. 2 (bottom))[6]. The main pulse is
applied after the initial measurement, under the assumption that conditions do not change during the short time
between pulses.
However, when hundreds of electrodes are used, this
assumption is unjustified. Analog switches are commonly
used to construct low-cost systems with hundreds of electrodes [15], [16]. A pair of pull-up and pull-down switches is connected to each electrode (Fig. 3). An electrode
works as an anode if the top switch is on, or as a cathode
if the bottom switch is on. The system only requires a single current source, significantly reducing hardware costs.
Using this system, only one point is stimulated at a time,
and a two-dimensional pattern is produced by scanning.
Assuming a system with 100 electrodes and a refresh
rate of 50 Hz, the allowed period for each point stimulus
is 200 s (20 ms for 100 points), while the typical stimulating pulse width is around 100 s. Therefore, if the contact
conditions are altered by an abrupt skin movement, this
change may occur during the main pulse (with a possibility of 50% = 100 s / 200 s) so that the abrupt change
cannot be detected, causing the subjective feeing of an

Fig. 4. Concept of real-time feedback. A single stimulation is divided
into numerous pulses, each providing a measurement for feedback
control. Pulse height or total pulse width is regulated.
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HARDWARE

Fig. 5 illustrates the system structure. To achieve highspeed feedback, the measurement and control loops
should update less than every few microseconds. The
system uses a microprocessor (SH-7144F, Renesas Technology) as the main controller, and includes a digital to
analog (D/A) converter (TLV5619, Texas Instruments, 12
bit, 1 Msps) and an analog to digital (A/D) converter
(LTC1851, Linear Technology, 12 bit, 1.25 Msps), both
with parallel data inputs and outputs.
The stimulating pulse is generated by the D/A converter and changed to a current pulse by a voltage to current converter, driven by a high-voltage source (350 V).
The current pulse is passed through a resistor to measure
the voltage and current. Because the stimulating pulse is
current-regulated, it is only necessary to measure the current if voltage saturation occurs.
As described in Section 1.2, the switches (HV507, Supertex) controlled by the microprocessor select one stimulating electrode at a time.
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output was set to 5 mA for the first 15 loops and 0 mA for
the second 15. The subject’s left index finger touched the
electrode during the measurements.
Fig. 7 (right) shows the voltage data acquired by the
A/D and the voltage waveform measured by a digital
oscilloscope (TPS2024, Tektronix). The two sets of data
show good agreement and confirmed that the duration of
the feedback loop was approximately 1.45 s, fulfilling
the requirements of the system.

Fig. 5. System structure. The core components are a microprocessor,
high speed D/A and A/D converters, a voltage to current converter,
switches and electrodes.

The system is divided into four circuit modules (Fig. 6):
the power source board; a microprocessor board with
A/D and D/A converters; the switch board; and the electrode board. The switch board and the electrode board
are changed according to the application. Fig. 6 (left)
shows a hexagonal arrangement of 61 electrodes, each
with a diameter of 1.0mm and a pitch of 2.0mm. This arrangement was used throughout the study.

Fig. 7. Pseudo code for feedback loop measurement, and voltage
waveform measured using an oscilloscope and the A/D converter.

2.1.2 Contact Detection
Measurements similar to those described in Section 2.1.1
were repeated six times under different contact conditions. In five of the six trials, a finger touched the electrode, with a different finger from one hand used in each
trial. The other trial was conducted with no finger contact.
Fig. 8 shows the voltage waveforms acquired. Because
the current was regulated (to 5 mA), a higher voltage implies a higher resistance. This explains why the voltage
becomes higher in the absence of contact, and makes it
possible to distinguish between measurements made with
and without contact. The system was able to distinguish
between the two conditions after approximately 6 s. This
timing is fast enough to avoid an electric shock sensation
caused by abrupt motion.

Fig. 6. The system is divided into four stacked circuit modules. (a)
electrode board, (b) a switch board, (c) a microprocessor board with
A/D and D/A ICs, and (d) a power source board.

2.1
Hardware Evaluation
The hardware was evaluated by two preliminary experiments to test the feasibility of the system. The author was
the participant in both the experiments. The central electrode was used as the stimulating electrode.
2.1.1 Feedback Loop Speed
The speed of the feedback loop was measured using 30
control-measurement loops (Fig. 7 (left)). In each loop, the
D/A value was set and the A/D value was acquired. The

Fig. 8. Voltage waveforms when skin does and does not contact the
electrodes.
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REAL-TIME FEEDBACK USING PULSE WIDTH
MODULATION

Pulse width and height are typically used to regulate the
stimulation strength [1], [2]. In this work, pulse width
was chosen, due to the simplicity of the control algorithm.
Fig. 9 illustrates the general concept. For each short cycle (T), fixed current (Ic = 5mA) is output and skin impedance is obtained by measuring the resulting voltage.
Hereafter, the ratio of the voltage to the current is referred
to as "resistance". Based on the resistance, the necessary
pulse width Tc is calculated.
If the current time does not exceed Tc -T, the next
pulse is allowed. This "stimulation", "measurement", and
"decision whether to continue" loop repeats until current
time exceeds Tc -T. It then outputs a final short pulse
(the “Residual Pulse”) and stops.
A "decision function" that determines whether to continue or stop is required for this algorithm. It was expected that measured resistance would contain sufficient
information for the prediction of necessary pulse width.

Fig. 9. Feedback using real-time pulse width modulation. At each
step, a constant current is output, the resulting voltage is measured,
and the necessary pulse width is calculated.

3.1
Relationship between Resistance and
Threshold Pulse Width
An experiment was conducted to obtain a suitable decision function for the algorithm.
Seven participants aged 22 −34 were asked to place
their fingers on the electrodes shown in Fig. 6. All participants were laboratory members who were highly familiar
with the electrical stimulation, and understood the nature
of the experiment before volunteering. An electrode at the
center was stimulated. While the current was fixed at 5
mA, participants were asked to adjust the pulse width to
determine their absolute threshold. At the same time, the
voltage waveform was obtained to calculate resistance.
Five trials were conducted for each left-hand finger, resulting in 25 trials per person. The results are shown in
Fig. 10. Although the data were found to change slightly
over time, results at 8.7s are shown as a representative
example.

Fig. 10. Relationship between resistance at 8.7s and threshold
pulse width.

Fig. 10 shows the relationship between skin resistance
and the threshold pulse width, where each resistance value was obtained by simply dividing the voltage at 8.7s
by the current (5mA). A clear negative relationship was
observed (R2=0.3585). This implies that the sensation can
be stabilized by controlling the pulse width according to
this relationship. This finding is in agreement with previous studies [10], [12].

3.2
Decision Function and Volume
The simplest decision function is a linear regression function shown in Fig. 10. Measuring resistance, the necessary
pulse width Tc is obtained by the line. However, this simple algorithm cannot compensate variations among individuals. It might be expected that obtaining the relationship for each user in advance, and using the personalized
function would be an appropriate method. However, this
technique takes a long time and is somewhat impractical.
Furthermore, users may wish to occasionally change
stimulation strength, just like changing the volume of an
audio player. Using a single decision function does not
allow for this simple change.
One way of dealing with this problem is to prepare
numerous decision functions. The choice of one decision
function is made by the user, just like setting the volume.
Spatial variation and temporal changes of the sensation
are compensated by automatic adjustment using the selected decision function. This separation of roles between
the user and the system was not proposed in previous
works, but it appears to be important for practical implementation of impedance feedback.
From Fig. 10, it is observed that the distribution has a
fan-like shape, with some participants (C, D, E and F)
aligned to linear trends. Based on this observation, decision functions were designed as follows.
If the data are regarded as a collection of lines arranged in a fan-shape, as shown in Fig. 11, each line
works as a decision function. The user's volume setting
procedure and automatic regulation based on the decision function is as follows:
1) First the bottom line is selected as a decision function. Pulse width Tc is then calculated using this
line. As an example, if the measured resistance is
46.5k, (a) then Tc is 12s (b).
2) The user changes "volume" by changing to anoth-
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er line. In the case of Fig. 11, the second-to-top
line is selected (c) and Tc is 29s (d).
3) Due to the change of contact conditions, resistance is changed. As an example, if it changes
to 48k, (e) then Tc is 18s (f).
The lines can be defined by their slope, so that the
transition from one decision function to another is continuous. In this particular case, 128 decision functions
were defined. Ideally, a set of decision functions should
be obtained for each time, but observation revealed that
the relationship between resistance and threshold pulse
width did not change substantially after 8.7s. As such,
the data at 8.7s was tentatively used for all times.
The proposed algorithm establishes both the decision
function for real-time pulse width modulation of each
electrode, and the notion of volume that can be regulated
by the user. The users do not need to regulate the strength
of each electrode separately.

Fig. 11. Definition of decision functions and volume as established by
the relationship between threshold pulse width and skin resistance.
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EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

An experiment was conducted to evaluate the spatial and
temporal stability of the proposed algorithm, compared
with a conventional algorithm (constant current, adjusted
pulse width, and no impedance feedback) [1], [2].

4.1
Method
The stability of each algorithm was scored by estimating
the magnitude of stimulation for each finger, relative to
the standard finger, expecting that the magnitude would
be stabilized for the proposed algorithm.
The electrodes used are shown in Fig. 6. As an example
of a practical stimulation pattern, apparent motion was
presented. All electrodes were stimulated, one at a time,
at 3 ms intervals. Since there were 61 electrodes, stimulation of all electrodes took 183 ms. The stimulation was
conducted repeatedly for 2 Hz, conducted from the top
left electrode, scanning horizontally then vertically to the
bottom right so that participants perceived apparent motion from top to bottom. The experiment proceeded as
follows:
1) One of three fingers (index, middle and ring fingers of left hand) was randomly chosen. Partici-
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pants adjusted the pulse width for a 5 mA pulse,
so that they perceived stable motion from top to
bottom (in the case of the proposed algorithm, the
participants chose a decision function). Participants were told that this was a standard stimulation, and that it had a magnitude of '10'.
2) Another finger was randomly chosen from the
remaining two fingers. Participants were asked to
assign the stimuli a number relative to the standard stimulus. For example, if the current stimulus
was twice as intense as the standard stimulus it
would be considered '20' or if it was half as intense, it would be considered '5'.
3) Restart from step 1.
Seven participants (aged 22−35) participated in the experiment, four of which had participated in the previous
experiment. There were 3  2 = 6 finger combinations,
three trials for each combination and two modes, resulting in 36 trials for each participant. All trials were presented randomly.

4.2
Results
Fig. 12 shows the results of the evaluation experiment.
The horizontal axis is the stimulation mode, while the
vertical axis is the ratio of subjective magnitude of comparison stimuli compared to the standard stimulus (in
this case, the subjective magnitude of comparison stimuli
divided by 10).
It can be seen that standard deviation (shown as error
bar) is suppressed in the feedback mode compared to the
no feedback mode. An F-test revealed a significant difference between the two variances (F(2,124) = 1.924, p =
0.000156). This result indicates that the proposed feedback algorithm was effective in suppressing spatial variation of the sensation among fingers.
It can also be seen that mean value approaches 1 more
closely with feedback than without feedback. Welch's ttest revealed a significant difference between the two
mean values (t(225) = 1.974, p = 0.0248).
The finding that the mean value exceeds 1 without
feedback is not explained by spatial variation, since the
fingers were selected randomly. Thus, it presumably occurred as a result of temporal change. Step 1 of the experimental procedure took approximately 10 seconds, causing an increase in the threshold (decrease of sensation),
probably due to local sweating. Then, in step 2, another
finger without sweat was chosen for stimulation, resulting in a stronger sensation. Nerve fatigue is another possible candidate for the decrease in sensation, but observations in a preliminary experiment indicated that the result
was not affected by the frequency of stimulation (ranging
from 0.5 Hz to 5 Hz), suggesting that fatigue was not the
main factor.
Therefore, the finding that the mean value approached
closer to 1 with feedback indicates that the proposed
feedback algorithm was indeed effective in reducing
temporal change of the sensation during stimulation.
In summary, the current results revealed suppression
of variation and an approach toward a mean value to 1,
indicating that the proposed algorithm stabilized the sen-
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sation, both spatially and temporally.
No differences were apparent in the data between the
four participants who participated in the previous experiment and the three new participants, indicating the generality of the decision function.

[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]
Fig. 12 Results of the spatial variation evaluation, without and with
the proposed feedback algorithm.
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CONCLUSIONS

The current study investigated the problem of stabilizing
electro-tactile displays. Two types of variability in electrical stimulation were considered: temporal and spatial.
The use of real-time impedance feedback was proposed, achieved by dividing the stimulating pulse into
numerous sub-pulses, each providing a measurement and
a stimulation signal. A system using this high-speed
feedback was constructed, achieving a 1.45 s loop duration.
Real-time pulse width modulation was proposed, and
the relationship between skin resistance and absolute
threshold was measured to find a function for determining a suitable pulse width from skin resistance.
Finally, an evaluation experiment revealed that the
proposed algorithm suppressed spatial variation and reduced temporal change.
This system was exhibited at the EuroHaptics 2010
conference [18]. During the exhibition, people naturally
touched the electrodes with all of their fingers when the
proposed feedback was applied, but hesitated to change
their fingers when the feedback was not applied. Their
primary comment was that when no feedback was applied, an itchy (electrical shock) feeling was generated.
This feeling is exactly what must be avoided with this
type of device.
Future studies should involve data collection from a
broader range of ages and ethnicities, because skin impedance is likely to be related to these parameters. In addition, there are plans to apply this electro-tactile display
technology to various fields, such as touchpanels with
tactile feedback.
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